This paper deals with the optimization of maximum power point tracking when a photovoltaic panel is modelled as two diodes. The adopted control is implemented using a sliding mode control (SMC) and the optimization is implemented using an improved Pattern Search Method. Thus, the problem of maximum power point tracking is reduced to an optimization problem whose solution is implemented by Pattern Search Techniques, inheriting their convergence properties. Simulation examples show the effectiveness of the proposed technique in practice, being able to deal with different radiations. In addition, improved pattern search method (IPSM) is compared with other techniques such as perturb & observe and Particle Swarm optimization, after which IPSM presents lower energy losses in comparison with the other two algorithms, with the advantage of ensuring the location of the optimal power point in all cases.
Introduction
The transformation of energy by means of photovoltaic panels has progressively aroused great interest due to the steady increase in oil prices, the environmental pollution caused by hydrocarbons, and a constant reduction in the prices of photovoltaic (PV) panels. Nevertheless, the low energy efficiency due to the conversion of solar energy into electric energy is one of the main obstacles to the widespread increase of this type of energy source. Therefore, the extraction of the maximum possible power of each panel is the main technological challenge nowadays.
Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature on the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) problem, which have inspired numerous strategies to maximize photovoltaic systems efficiency under various irradiance conditions. For instance, [1] shows five different approaches to solve the MPPT: (i) tracking techniques with constant parameters, that is, algorithms that consider, during the maximum power point (MPP) prediction, parameters such as constants, e.g., voltage of maximum power point independent of temperature and irradiance, linear dependency the PV current in MPP and the short-circuit current [2] , linear relation between voltage in MPP and open-circuit voltage [3] , etc; (ii) tracking techniques with measurement and comparison, namely, the look-up table method [4] and linear current control method [5] ; (iii) tracking techniques with trial and error, namely, the perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm [6] and its modifications [7, 8] [9, 10] ; and finally (v) tracking techniques with intelligent prediction (soft computing), which will be explained in detail below. Soft computing-based techniques have revealed a powerful tool to deal with MPPT optimization. Furthermore, the availability of high-performance and affordable microcontrollers makes the implementation of these algorithms possible in practical situations. These facts have boosted the research on soft computing-based approaches to tackle the MPPT problem. Thus, in [11] , an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) MPPT controller, based on fixed and variable step size, is proposed. In this work the data required to generate the ANN model are generated using P&O. The controller is developed in two steps: (i) an offline step required to define the neural networks and aimed at finding the optimal structure (the number of layers and neurons, activation functions, parameters, and training algorithm) of the MPPT controller; and (ii) an online step where the optimal neural network MPPT controller found in the previous step is used in the PV system. Other works in this direction can be found in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Moreover, other soft computing techniques, such as Fuzzy logic control (FLC) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [22] , can also be used for MPPT optimization. An interesting paper where many different techniques for MPPT are discussed is presented in [23] .
The paper [24] presents a Interval Type 2 Fuzzy Logic in combination with a Genetic Algorithm for MPPT. In [25] , a novel algorithm is described for global maximum power point tracking (GMPPT) control in parameter optimization corresponding to variable environmental and partial shading conditions; a definable non-linear relation has been presented between variable environmental parameters and the output current of solar arrays at every MPP. Some research has been based on modeling multi-junction solar cells to improve conversion efficiency. In this manner, the multi-junction photovoltaic cell also has been investigated to obtain its maximum performance compared to the conventional silicon PV cell, as presented in [26] . In [27] , a FLC for MPPT is presented. Finally, in [28] , a PSO method is presented to optimize and to design an intelligent controller. A facet that all these approaches have in common is that they only present simulation results.
Recently, an MPPT optimization approach based on Pattern Search was proposed in [29] . The technique presented is based on the Generalized Pattern Search Method (GPSM). The GPSM was proposed in [30] for derivative-free unconstrained optimization of continuously differentiable convex functions and has been used since then in different control approaches [31, 32] .
In this paper, a MPPT optimization method using an IPSM is proposed. In this case, the optimization is based on the IPSM introduced in [33] . The main advantage with respect to the previous work [29] is that the pool search guarantees that the global maximum is attained in all cases and this fact is tackled in this paper by means of theoretical convergence results. Additionally, the present paper considers the modeling of a photovoltaic panel with two diodes. This is to highlight that the system is controlled by the sliding mode controller formulated in [34] , which is based on voltage error and input capacitor current. In this way, it is possible to ensure a stable sliding regime in all the desired operation ranges of the system. Finally, two of the proposed optimization algorithms commonly used for the MPPT, P&O and PSO, are compared with the proposed approach. It is shown that the proposed approach presents lower energy losses in comparison with other two algorithms but also the advantage of ensuring the MPPT in all cases simulated.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews MPPT algorithms commonly used. Section 3 presents the proposed MPPT based on IPSM. Simulation examples are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions.
MPPT Algorithms
Several models have been developed in the literature to represent the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of solar cells under different operating conditions. The single-diode and double-diode models are a common representation of the solar cell behavior [35] .
The photovoltaic panel model based on two diodes is shown in Figure 1 . Hence, the current output I cell can be expressed as Equation (1) .
where I pv is the current generated by the incidence of light on the panel. Additionally, the current through the diodes, by diffusion I d1 and recombination mechanisms I d2 , and the current through R sh (where R sh represents the loss of the panel, which it is related with the v cell ) are given in Equation (2).
where I si is the reverse saturation current of the diodes i, n i is the diode's ideality factor, and V t = k·T q is the thermal voltage of the panel, where T is the temperature of the p-n junction in Kelvin, k is the Boltzmann's constant (1.38 × 10 −23 J/ • K), and q is the electron charge (1.602 × 10 −19 C). It is known as the seven parameters model since the estimation of all these parameters, namely, I pv , I s1 , I s2 , n 1 , n 2 , R s , and R sh , are necessary to describe the model completely [36] .
I pv (t) In this paper, simulations are based on the double-diode model since their estimates that are related to I-V curves and efficiency are better than the estimations obtained with other models (for instance, the single diode model) [37] .
Power Electronics
Switched converters are the most widely used devices for the efficient management of energy in PV systems. These are composed of a controlled commuted element, which is usually a MOSFET, and a non-controlled element such as a power fast diode. However, in order to transfer power of the input to output with the maximum efficiency possible, diverse control strategies are commonly used for to obtain the control signals that switch the active elements.
The topologies of the switched converters allow us to manipulate the power transfer between its input and output. For the present application, the boost topology [38] [39] [40] has been chosen. The conversion ratio in a Boost converter is well known in the technical literature. From Equation (3), we can deduce that d is the duty cycle of the MOSFET command signal.
Therefore, to remove the maximum power of a panel, a control strategy is implemented, which handles the duty cycle and always manages to extract the maximum possible power of the panel.
The following subsections describe the implementation of the P&O and PSO algorithms used in the paper for comparison purposes. 
MPPT Algorithms Based on P&O
The optimization algorithm P&O consists of varying the voltage reference or the converter input current. Afterward, the amount of power converted from the panel is measured. If it is greater than the power measured previously, the voltage reference is steadily increased in the same proportion, and if not it is decremented. These steps are continually taken in order to find the optimum MPPT. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that in some cases, especially under partial shading, the algorithm cannot find the maximum power point. As it is a widely used algorithm, it is a good idea to implement it and take it as a reference point. Figure 2 presents the P&O algorithm and its implementation for the MPPT in PSIM R in Figure 5 , [41] .
Optimization of system 1 cannot be dealt with by traditional algorithms. In order to find their target, heuristic algorithms have been developed with specific tasks that must resolve a problem intelligently. In the world of renewable energy, optimization algorithms for the MPPT problem are used to improve energy transformation. Among the most used algorithms, we find the P&O, which is used by many authors such as [13, [42] [43] [44] . Its simplicity and few code lines make it easy to deploy.
Start
Sampling
MPPT Algorithm Based on PSO
The algorithm based on a particles swarm optimization (PSO) [45, 46] , is a heuristic search method with a population that takes stochastic values, which is inspired by swarms.
The PSO algorithm generates a set of values or random particles and each particle represents a candidate solution. The position of each particle is influenced by a particle in a better position, in our case by the reference voltage value that generates the greatest power conversion. Once the particle with a better position is found, all particles will be influenced by this.
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The particle with a better position will eventually be the final output of the algorithm after a predefined number of iterations or by a margin determined previously. However, the convergence to MPP cannot be ensured. Therefore, the stopping condition could be either, or a combination, of these situations, to ensure that there shall not be an endless number of cycles. The algorithm applied to the power conversion of a PV panel is described in Figure 3 . 
MPPT Algorithm Based on IPSM
Pattern search algorithms are conformed by two fundamental parts, a sequence of meshes and a list of polling conditions. A mesh is a lattice to which the search for an iteration is restricted. Along with the optimization, the polling conditions give the guidelines for the refinement of the current mesh, ensuring in this way the convergence of the algorithm to the global minimum.
The optimization algorithm based on IPSM is the evolution of the Pattern Search Method (PSM) algorithm used by [11, 47, 48] . It is a search method with a finite population forming a mesh with geometric distances between each member. Each element of the mesh represents a candidate solution. The meshes move evenly towards the candidate with the best position, iteration by iteration, Energies 2017, 10, 1316 6 of 15 until achieving convergence. The presented algorithm implements a modification with respect that proposed in [29] . Thus, the search is additionally performed between adjacent members to the candidate with the best position. This is done in order to assure the converge in all possible cases (radiation or partial shading). The algorithm applied to the power conversion of a photovoltaic panel is described in Figure 4 .
Sub in f or(i = 1, . . . , N P P * 2 + 1) 
Convergence Results of the IPSM
This section states the convergence results of the algorithm presented in Figure 4 , guaranteeing the MPP in all cases. We establish that the proposed algorithm is able to find the global maximum of the proposed approach.
In this case we assume that the problem has a global maximum but there may be local maximum. Thus, the original generalized PSM given in [33] is extended in [49] to functions with multiple local maxima. This has been done making a dense search which can be achieved when ∆µ and ∆m are Energies 2017, 10, 1316 7 of 15 very close to zero. This implies that at each iteration the updating of the new models does not lose the global maximum, since the new models are very close to old ones. Therefore, we are applying the results from [49] , since the MPPT problem has been formulated within an IPSM frame and taking advantage of this technique in its applications to Power Control Theory. Also, note that the results from [49] require ∆µ and ∆m sufficiently close to zero. However, it has been observed in simulation examples, showing some of them in Section 4, that a finite value for it suffices.
Sliding Mode Control
The output of the MPPT optimization algorithm is a voltage reference that must be imposed by the switch converter to the PV panel. A controller is in charge of ensuring that the output of the PV panel track be the reference, established by the MPPT optimization algorithm. Usually, PI controllers are used for such a purpose, which are designed based on the linearization of the system (1) around a certain operation point [50] . However, the voltage reference varies considerably with time, a fact that moves the system over its nonlinear behavior [35] . The presence of un-modeled dynamics, along with nonlinear behavior, could degrade closed-loop performance, even causing instability [50] .
The sliding mode control is robust and very insensitive to changes in the operation point. However, the existence of a sliding mode control needs three conditions to assure the stability of the sliding surface and success with this control. The three conditions are transversality, reachability, and the equivalent control, and are used to assure the system's trajectories are around the sliding surface [51] . The sliding surface adopted in this work is based on [34] (see (4)), where the closed-loop stability proof can also be found.
where i vr is the capacitor reference current established by a PI compensator of cell voltage error (see Figure 5 ). PI is given by: The block diagram of the sliding surface and the control law implementation, u, from a hysteresis function are presented in Figure 6 . According to [34] , the relationship of the constants of the PI controller, k p and k i , are given in (6) .
where ξ is the damping constant and w n is the natural frequency of oscillation. Design criteria for k p and k i are given by a switching frequency minimal f sw , a settling time t s , and a damping ξ. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters used in PSIM. In this sense, we use the physical model of a PV panel according to the renewable energy module of PSIM [52] , with parameters corresponding to MSX-60 [53] and relationship coefficient of 0.015 • C · m 2 /W. This means that for an environment temperature of 25 • C, the PV panel will operate to 40 • C if irradiance is 1000 W/m 2 and 32.5 • C if irradiance is 500 W/m 2 . In the boost converter, the input capacitance is equal to 22 µF, the inductance is 100 µH, and an inductor current ripple of ∆i L = 1 A. Due to SMC, the converter switches to a variable frequency centered around approximately 49.2 kHz [34] . The system has two controllers; the PI controller designed for t s = T a /2 = 200 µs and a damping of 0.7, with proportional constant and integration time of 0.861 and 50 µs, respectively; and SMC with hysteresis band, according to ∆i L = 1 A of 0.5 A. Moreover, all the MPPT algorithms have a perturbation period of 400 µs, while the perturbation amplitude is 1 V for the P&O algorithm and the initial perturbation amplitudes are 0.2 V and 0.8 V for the IPSM algorithms, with 40 and 10 particles, respectively. Finally, voltage reference for PI controller is filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 kHz.
Results
The system is perturbed with an irradiance step of 1000 W/m 2 in the instant 0 and after 50 ms the irradiance is decreased by 50%. 
Response Using P&O
The behavior of MPPT based on P&O is widely known. In this paper, simulations of MPPT were generated, based on P&O with perturbation amplitudes of 0.25 V, 0.5 V, 0.75 V, and 1.5 V, besides 1 V. Figure 7 shows the performance of the P&O algorithm with a perturbation amplitude of 1 V. The time to reach the maximum power point is close to 4.4 ms, while the steady-state error is 1.6% and energy losses during 100 ms are 143 mJ. The zoom of the voltage sub-figure shows the settling time designed with the PI controller, 200 µs, and the perturbation amplitude of the P&O, 1 V. Table 2 shows that the greater the perturbation amplitude, the greater the energy losses and the error MPP of the steady-state. On the other hand, the settling time will decrease. 
Response Using PSO
The MPPT response with PSO (algorithm Figure 3 ) can be seen in Figures 8 and 9 . Since the PSO algorithm does not guarantee the location of the optimal solution, 10 simulations with 10 particles were made, and 10 simulations with 40 particles. PSO with 10 particles shows an average settling time of 22.7 ms, an average MPP steady-state error of 0.11%, and average energy losses of 96.98 mJ (see Table 3 ). In each simulation, the algorithm reached the MPP before the simulation ended. (see Figure 8 ). The performance of the PI controller is according to the design criterion.
On the other hand, the PSO algorithm with 40 particles, during the simulation time (50 ms between perturbations), never reached the steady-state and it was always moving particles around the search-space (see Figure 9 ). For this reason, it is not possible to obtain a quantification of settling time or error MPP of steady-state. On average, the energy losses were of 246.8 mJ (see Table 3 ). 
Response Using IPSM
A similar experiment to that presented in the Section 4.2 is carried out but, in this case, using MPPT based on IPSM (algorithm Figure 4 ) with 10 and 40 models, see Figure 10a ,b, respectively. In this optimization method, which is easy to implement and computationally efficient, the approximation ramp to the best solution can be observed. First, with large steps and when it is near to the optimal, the algorithm uses small steps. IPSM with 10 models (see Figure 10a ) converge faster than IPSM with 40 models (see Figure 10b ). This is due to the amplitude of the perturbation depending on the number of models; when the number of models is low, the amplitude of perturbation is greater, causing it to arrive quickly to optimal solution. Later, with smaller steps around the optimal point, obtained previously, the algorithm starts a new search, making 10 or 40 steps, depending of the number of models. Finally, the algorithm ends the search when the difference between the previous power and the current power is lower than 3% of the maximum power. The algorithm starts a new search if along of the operation detects a power change (>3%). A summary of the behavior of the algorithm can be seen in Table 4 . For the case of 10 models, the settling time is very close to that obtained with the algorithm based on P&O (algorithm Figure 2) , while for the case of 40 models the settling time is greater than that of the PSO algorithm ( Figure 3 ) with 10 particles. In the same way, the error in steady-state is greater for the case of IPSM with 10 models, since the size of perturbation depends on the number of models. However, due to this algorithm getting closer to the MPP, the IPSM with 10 models generates less energy losses that the IPSM with 40 models. 
Comparative Analysis of MPPT Algorithms
In Tables 2-4 it is possible to deduct that the P&O algorithm is the fastest one to obtain the MPP, but its constant oscillation around the MPP generates considerable energy losses to the system, which are very important in long time periods. In the case of IPSM for 10 models (see Figure 11a ), the oscillation around the MPP is stopped quickly, since the variation of the power is lower than 3%. Besides, the PSO for 10 particles is slower to obtain the MPP and it presents great oscillations at the beginning of the search. The energy losses with P&O along to disturbance length decreases, making this algorithm slower to obtain the MPP. For the case of the PSO with 40 models (see Figure 11b ), this algorithm cannot Energies 2017, 10, 1316 13 of 15 obtain the steady-state and presents the greatest energy losses of all, due to permanent oscillation. In contrast with the IPSM algorithm, which takes longer to arrive to the MPP but guarantees the MPP in all cases.
Conclusions
In the present work, we compared three optimization algorithms, namely, P&O, PSO, and IPSM, for MPPT. We described each one of the algorithms, we used the SMC and we simulated all of them in PSIM R . In the simulation, different number of models (particles) were taken into account. The figures display the results produced by each of the tests.
From the simulation results, we conclude that the P&O algorithm is the fastest one to obtain the MPP, but its constant oscillation around the MPP generates considerable energy losses to the system. The PSO algorithm presents great oscillations, the greatest energy losses, and in some cases it cannot obtain the MPP. Besides, the IPSM algorithm is slower to obtain the MPP but presents lower energy losses in comparison with the other two algorithms. Additionally, the convergence to the maximum power point can only be ensured by the proposed IPSM algorithm, which is the main advantage with respect the other approaches (P&O and PSO).
We highlight that the IPSM is the algorithm recommended for the implementation in real systems, since this algorithm presents lower energy losses versus adequate settling time, as well as a soft behavior, which is recommended to extend the useful life of the power electronics.
